Football Home Season Opens Tomorrow

Mass. Aggies Here and Ready For Hard Battle

To-morrow afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock, Captains Arthur Scott will usher his team to Gar- celen field for the initial home game of the season. Bates' opponent in this first gridiron battle will be the Massachusetts Agricultural College team led by Captain Salme, who, like his adversary, also plays the tackle position. A year ago Bates was the first team to make the "Aggies" taste bitter defeat after four previous victories. But this year M. A. C. has sev- eral things in common with Bates, as its first season game was also a failure. The Bay State collegians from gaining twelve first down, but lost the services of Charlie Diehl for the rest of the year. Diehl has a severely wrenched knee received in the last part of the year. Diehl has a severely wrenched knee received in the last part of the year. The injury hits Bates a hard blow.
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William I. Lyon Phelps, of Yale, voices the opinion that the chief virtue of a good man is to be able to serve as an example to others. In sum, there is no substitute for the personal qualities of a man. Professor Phelps says, "If a man is to be lovable he must be kind. If he is to be admired he must be distinguished. If he is to be a playmate he must be a good companion. If he is to be a guide he must be conscientious."

First Impressions of the Freshmen

"I have encouraged this and I believe that the students should be the best of Bates College." 

Dr. Phelps

The freshmen's colors are a brilliant red and a stately blue, and the student body is truly a "society." The colors are chosen to represent the qualities of a good man. The red represents courage and the blue represents truth. The freshmen's society is known as the "Red and Blue." The society is divided into four classes, each with their own colors and symbols.

Wearing our cap and gown at the New Student Assembly, we are introduced to the freshmen. The freshmen are a lively and enthusiastic group. They are eager to make new friends and to get involved in campus life. They are also very proud of their college and their class. The freshmen have a strong sense of community and they are dedicated to making Bates College a better place to learn and to live.

At the end of the New Student Assembly, we are dismissed and we begin our first week of classes. The classes are small and we have the opportunity to get to know our professors and classmates. We are also introduced to the campus facilities and we begin to explore the campus.

The freshmen are very enthusiastic and they are eager to learn. They are also very proud of their college and they are dedicated to making Bates College a better place to learn and to live. They are eager to get involved in campus life and they are very active in the campus community. They are a very special group of students and we are very happy to be a part of the Bates College community.
When Henry rang the bell

If any bell was ever heard around the world, Joseph Henry rang it in his famous experiment at the Albany Academy. The amazing development of the electrical industry traces back to this schoolmaster's coil of insulated wire and his electric-magnet that lifted a ton of iron.

Four years later when Morse used Henry's electric-magnet to invent the telegraph, Henry congratulated him warmly and unpensively.

The principle of Henry's coil of wire is utilized by the General Electric Company in motors and generators that light cities, drive railroad trains, do away with household drudgery and perform the work of millions of men.

Travelers of Bates Faculty Report Interesting Summer

"Profs" Chase and Lawrence give account of experiences in Greece. Professor Lawrence, head of our chemistry department, was fortunate in being able to make a short but very interesting trip to the West Indies. Of his visit Dr. Lawrence tells many facts of both of interest and amusement.

In the latter he mentions his ultimate destination, but stopped for a day in New Providence Island and the island peacefully mentioned.

The latter made a visit to the ruins of this country which enabled him to see many examination and to study carefully the relics of former civilizations.

The Greeks, of course, feel bitterly towards Italy, which was the cause of the war fifty thousand Greek soldiers were taken prisoner. Since the war fifty thousand of them have been accounted for. It is known that the Turks have treated these prisoners very badly and the Greek feel that they have been exposed to death or hunger.

On the other hand the Turkish prisoners have been well treated, and they have been able to go back to their homes in better conditions than when taken prisoner. I do not think that the Greeks hold any grudge against the Turks for they know how ignorant and barbaric they are.

It is pitiful to see how the Greeks went into Thrace when they thought it was their own land and then to drive out again after making it bloom and leaving it in ruins. The Turks have done the same thing in many other places.

The work that was begun by the citizens like Henry and developed by the scientists in the Research Department of the General Electric Company, is going to be able to make fundamental principle of ts, and that electricity may be of greater service to mankind.

-- Y. M. C. A. NOTES

A Character Football Team

In the first of the Wednesday evening "A" meetings, November 5, 1923 Coach Oliver Cutts addressed a body of men on the subject of "A Character Football Team.

In his talk, Coach Cutts likened the game of life to a football game, and gave the line-up which would spell success, and also the team which opposes all attempts to win out. Following is the line-up:

SUCCESS
Cutter, L. Backfields
O'Naig, P. End-tagger
Trepia, J. Self-inducers
2x2, J. Inducers
Braun, O. North
Kirk, L. Jekyll
Dough
Lamb, J. Sci-fi-tists
Deft
Vince
Pleasure
Thompson
Fears
Bland
Lust

The talk was straightforward and earnest, and the analogy was drawn so clearly and forcefully as to leave a deep impression on the minds of all present.

There was a large attendance at this first meeting. Let it be even larger at the next. Wednesday evening meeting. Watch the bulletin board for announcements. Other interesting speakers are in line, in
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PROF. CHASE

Professor Chase made Athens his headquarters. In that way he had an splendid chance to study the ancient city, its splendid monuments, and the marvelous reminiscences of temples and sea walls that have been made about trips into the interior, visiting nearly all the battlefields and principal places of interest, while being the most noted, perhaps of them all. He also spent a week in Crete which enabled him to make many examinations and to study carefully many of the relics of former civilizations.

In a brief interview, Professor Chase gave a very fine picture of conditions that is troubled region. He said in

"Greece is a very interesting country. The landscapes are different from those of this country, but very beautiful. The climate is delightful. The only day it rained was our first day in Athens. There were very lovely views to be obtained along the rugged beautiful sea shore. People with us said that it was more beautiful than that of the famous Rivera in France and Italy.

Greece is a poor country in material resources. The soil, except in some valleys, is poor and barren. The forests are gone, and there is little or no mineral wealth in the country. For three thousand years it has had no warfare, and even today must keep up a great army. I saw soldiers by the multitude, I saw soldiers by the multitude, and I saw them fighting for the ancient city, a city that they love dearly and will face difficulties. They do not ask for much help or pity, but they keep up their work with energy and cheerfulness in spite of their plight.

I cannot say any more evidence of disquisation or hardship. The general tone of the people was admirable in that respect. They are very kind and willing to read the newspapers, and much interest is in all occupations of public interest. The Greeks are very social, and there is a great deal of getting together for all sorts of social events.

I do not think them remarkable in respect to music and art. Most of them are not able to read the newspapers, and much interest is in all occupations of public interest. The Greeks are very social, and there is a great deal of getting together for all sorts of social events.

I do not think them remarkable in respect to music and art. Most of them are not able to read the newspapers, and much interest is in all occupations of public interest. The Greeks are very social, and there is a great deal of getting together for all sorts of social events.
Baker "Prexy" of Freshmen

Bright Brilliant Records Speak for Officers Elected

The Freshman Class this year found, within its fold an abundance of polished talent. Several members announced their candidacy for class offices, but, as often happens, "dark horses" came through to win the honors by a narrow margin.

James W. Baker, the president, graduated from the high school in Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1922. There he was a four letter man, being a member of the football, baseball, basketball, and track teams. He is, in addition, president of his class and senior year, and a star in the musical club.

Edward Little High School contributed another talented young man to Bates, in the person of Miss Lucy Brennan. Miss Brennan, whom the freshmen initiated with her vice-president in the Glee Club, served as secretary of her class during her junior year, and was secretary of the Student Council. She obtained fifth honor in her class.

Miss Bertha "Billie" Weeks prepared for Bates on both sides of the continent, first in Washington, and later in Connecticut. At Washington, Miss Weeks has been elected secretary of the freshman class, placed on the girls' basketball team, was vice-president of the class, and was on the staff of the school paper. In the high school at Williamsville, Connecticut, where Miss Weeks attended for a time, she served as class treasurer. Her preparatory education was completed at Norwich Academy, Norwich, Connecticut, from which she graduated last June.

It has become almost traditional here at Bates to have a Puritan or on our hands. Present Puritans, alumni of that famous family, is its most recent contribution. He was Maine in taunting season! the Bates last Tuesday afternoon in fine weather, a huge fire was burning, and pots of coffee were steaming. The early part of the evening was spent around the fire singing college and class songs.

Everyone voted the annual Women's Athletic Association's hare and hound chase the most enjoyable outing.

Garnet Gives Stiff Battle (Continued from Page One)

This Saturday we see our team in action for the first time. All out to win the game, and to give the membership and the credit they need.Boy, Butsky, and Scott played a good game for Bates, while Adams, Price, and fortiugins were the shining lights of the Wesleyan aggregation.

The Summary:

BATES (9) WESLEYAN (12)

Rowe, Oe, Gifford
Peterson, Logan
Deibel, lg, Dennis
Price, o, Alkoff
Dixon, lg, Kenigse
Shell, St.
Terraill, r
Moulton, sb, gb, Price
Butsky, llb, Adams
Follers, sb
Howard
Kennedy
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